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Remain in Silence and use your
feelings to guide your way

Allow yourself to dream
a bigger dream.

The Pisces New Moon on March 13, 2021, sends waves of poetry into our
cosmic skies. It carries soft, ethereal energy that inspires us to dream,
create, and imagine a better reality for ourselves. This lunar event is
tender, romantic, and sentimental.
The New Moon connects with Venus, Neptune, and Pluto which will inspire
us to take a leap of faith in love and push us to dive into the depths of
emotions. You may notice that you are more sensitive than usual. It is
important that you try not to take things personally knowning that we all
feel very emotionally at the moment. The good news: Pisces is an
extremely compassionate zodiac. Use this energy to consciously develop
more understanding and empathy for others.
It’s a super romantic time to fully embrace our innermost dreams and
visions. Venus and Neptune connect later in the day, adding a sense of
unconditional love and bonds to the overall vibe.
One of the other key qualities of Pisces is its mystique and creativity.
The new moon is the time to set intentions, manifest and bring your
dreams to life; In addition to all the emotions, you can also feel a
great surge of creative energy. Follow your intuition and get creative.
Writing, painting, drawing or making music - You will be amazed at what
will come through you this moon.
Pisces are ruled by Neptune, the planet that rules water and dreams. So
if you are unusually attracted to the mystical side of yourself, now is
the perfect time to explore it

HOW A M I DOIN G O N MY SPI RITUAL PATH /QU EST?

WHAT IS M Y MO ST ROMA NTIC DRE AM FOR MY FUTURE?

HOW C AN I DEV ELO P MO RE E MPATHY AND BE MORE
CO MPAS SIO NATE TO WARD S MY SELF AN D OT HER S?
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Introspection and spiritual
cleansing

Balinese New Year Celebration

Nyepi is a 6-day long festival, the ‘silent’ day falls on day 3 and is
the most important and sacred Hindu holiday in Bali. It is also a public
holiday for the rest of Indonesia.
1st and 2nd Day – Melasti Pilgrim
Before ‘the silence’, highlight rituals
essentially
start
with
colorful
processions. Pilgrims from various
village temples all over Bali bring
heirlooms on long walks towards the
coastlines where elaborate purification
ceremonies take place. It is one of the
best times to capture the iconic
Balinese processions in motion, as
parasols, banners and small effigies
offer a cultural spectacle.
Evening of 2nd Day - the night before Nyepi
The famous ogoh-ogoh parade takes place across
the island. Large scary creatures depicting
evil spirits and monsters are made as a village
group effort for weeks leading up to the ogohogoh parade. Balinese men and boys carry the
large handmade creatures through the streets
accompanied by gamelan music. There is an
island-wide demonstration of the ogoh-ogoh
monsters which are paraded and shaken to
attract evil spirits from the island to the
ogoh-ogohs. The ogoh-ogoh monsters are then
destroyed or burnt at the end of the parade to
get rid of the evil spirits and cleanse the
island from evil in preparation for the new
year. There are huge parades on streets
throughout Bali, it is a unique and colorful
spectacle to watch.

THE FOUR PRECEPTS OF
CATUR BRATA PENYEPIAN

Amati Geni (no fire) in which the lighting
of fires, the use of lighting or
satisfying pleasurable human appetites,
including the ‘fire’ caused by human
anger, hate and other similar negative
emotions.
Amati Karya (no activity) where people
prohibited to do all forms of physical
work other than those dedicated to
spiritual cleansing and renewal.
Amati Lelungan (no travel) which prohibits
movement or travel; requiring people to
stay within their homes for 24 hours.
Amati Lelanguan (no entertainment) where
people are suggested to avoid all forms of
entertainment, recreations or general
merrymaking.

3rd Day – Nyepi
Starting from sunrise to sunrise on the following day, everyone across the
island stays in their family compounds or hotels for the day of silence, the
entire island is essentially "closed".
During Nyepi, there are no cars on the
street, no TV’s or loud music, no lamps
or fires. To ensure that all the rules
are obeyed, local watchmen called the
Pecalang are deployed all over the
island. This is the only place in the
world where the government will shut
down an airport for meditation and
introspection! The roads and beaches
are off limits to all types of
motorized vehicles and people on foot.
While indoors, the inhabitants must
ensure that all audio devices are
turned down to a minimum volume. As the
day draws to an end and the sun sets,
curtains need to be drawn shut, with
minimum light being used. If an
airplane was to fly over Bali, the
island would not be seen!

4th Day - Yoga/Brata Ritual
This day begins at approximately 6:00 a.m after
the day of silence and continues to 6:00 a.m
the next day. All activities go back to normal
- the airport is open and all businesses are
open again.
5th Day - Ngembak Geni
Ngembak Geni is for all Balinese Hindus to
forgive each other and to welcome the new days
to come. Families and friends gather to ask
forgiveness from one another and certain
religious rituals are performed together.
6th Day For the
festival,
the Nyepi

Dharma Shanti Rituals
final rituals to close the Nyepi
Dharma Shanti takes place after all
rituals are finished.

WH AT A M I TAK ING INTO MY SIL ENC E?
WH AT I S MY TO PIC NOW?
(M AYBE ON E OF THE FOLLOW ING RES ONAT ES) :
LE TTIN G GO
CR EATI NG THE NEW
DE TERM INATION
MA NIFE STATION
FO CUS
SE TTIN G GOALS
SE TTIN G BOUND ARIE S
LO VE
HE ALIN G
FO RGIV ENESS
BA LANC E
SE LF-L OVE
RE LATI ONSHIP (TO OURS ELV ES A ND OTHE RS)
HE ALTH
SU CCES S/CAREE R
DR IVE
MO TIVA TION

WH AT C OMES UP WHE N I REM AIN IN SILE NCE ?

WH ICH PAR T OF MY LIF E DO ES N EED MOR E S ILEN CE?

WH O DO I NEED TO ASK FOR FO RGIV ENE SS?

NE XT E VEN TS
28. M ARCH FUL L M OON IN L IBR A
12 . AP RIL NEW MOO N I N AR IES
27 . AP RIL FUL L MOON IN S CORP IO
11 . M AY N EW M OON IN TAUR US
.. .
AN D MO RE TO C OME
PL EASE SHA RE AND SPRE AD THE MES SAGE

